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Since 1998, Millennium
Logistics Management has
been providing Specialized
Logistics to our customers.
We are unique in our
approach providing solutions to the problems our
clients have in the supply
chain.
Why choose Millennium
over the competition?
Because you want it done
right, on schedule and within budget!!

Skills:
● As a fully licensed and
insured freight forwarder and
transportation broker we
possess many resources.
Carriers, warehouses and last
mile white glove delivery
agents.
● The markets we serve are
numerous. We are flexible and
that enables us to customize
our services to meet the
clients needs.
● Store Fixture Roll-out
Management.
● Specialized transportation:
High Value Products.
● Expedited transportation.
● Inbound freight management.

Experience:
White Glove Distribution Services

· Millennium Logistics manages the “line haul” and the “on the day delivery” for
Fortune 500 companies. Millennium is a single conduit coordinating the timely delivery
with the installation team to avoid any down time to their customer. Millennium is responsible
for the transportation of LTL shipments to our last mile delivery agents for the appointed
delivery. Millennium provides in transit visibility for each shipment.

· Millennium Logistics provides reverse logistics for items that need special packaging and
handling to be refurbished as well as end of life equipment. To save freight costs we use a
combination of van lines and common carrier.

· For some clients, Millennium manages mini field return parts facilities in 6 markets. This
effort is to reduce the carbon footprint emissions on the return and recycling of parts that are
no longer usable. The facilities receive the used parts and scan them to a proprietary software program that will instruct the warehouse to put into recycle or return bins. This step
eliminates the need to ship back parts that will be scrapped, thereby reducing the amount of
vehicles needed to return to the main plant.

· Millennium Logistics provides a wide variety of last mile White Glove Services. Example:
For Demo equipment, removing the product from the crates and packaging, to hold at the
local terminal. When the demo period has ended we return, repack the product and move to
the next demo site.

· Millennium Logistics provides services to Medical Industry suppliers by delivering and
performing light assembly of furniture or electronics to the medical facility.
Specialized Logistic Services and our Shipping Help Desk.

· Millennium Logistics manages “milk runs” that provide improved visibility, reliability, and
eliminates damage caused by cross-dock handling.

· Millennium Logistics “Shipping Help Desk” is a widely used resource for many clients to get
quotes, set up expedited / dedicated trucks, temporary regional warehousing as well as
reverse logistics. Try it . Contact us at sales@shippinghelpdesk.com.

· Millennium Logistics can relocate your server farms and offices; across town or across the
country.

· Millennium Logistics will quote the services you request and provide pricing options to save
you money.

● Last Mile Delivery services
that include assembly and
installation.

Past projects provided for clients:

About us:

· VMI saves our clients money. Can a Vendor Managed Inventory program work for you?
· Managed an inventory program of parts from a supplier in Mexicali, to our warehouse in

In 1998 Millennium Logistics spun
off from one of the most successful
van line agents in the country that
specialized in transporting computers, exhibits, store fixtures and other high valued products.
Experienced personnel from the
various transportation modes, common carrier, truckload, airfreight and
parcels.
Member of Council of Supply Chain
Management Professionals since
2000.
Member of The Transportation and
Logistics Council since 2008.

Columbia, SC to a Kan Ban replenishment in their SC manufacturing plant. Our technology
(MINTS) enabled all related parties to have total visibility to parts status from the time they
were shipped until they delivered.

· Managed inbound vendor programs that created JIT deliveries and provided purchasing
with full visibility to remove the potential of excess product or early shipments which would,
negatively impact the inventory counts for monthly accounting.

· Managed hundreds of store fixture / kiosk rollouts. All rollouts having different requirements
such as before stores/malls open or after close, inside department floor deliveries, unskidding and debris removal.

· Designed and built custom carts for a regional swap out of new and old POS terminals.

